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pact, which may be readily fabricated, and which is com
paratively economical to manufacture.
The horn antenna of this invention is fed with electro~
magnetic energy having a single orthogonal electric ?eld
con?guration, such as that established and conducted by

CIRCULARLY POLARIZING HORN ANTENNA

a wideband, double-ridged waveguide feed, and employs

Ernest A. Jones, James D. Leonard, and Daniel F. Yaw,
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a transition section which et?ciently converts the ?eld
conducted by the waveguide feed into a ?eld having two

orthogonal electric ?eld con?gurations oriented at right
angles to each other. The horn antenna of this invention
also utilizes a phase-shifting section which receives the

?eld converted by the transition section, which transforms
that ?eld into one of substantially circularly polarized
form having a one-quarter cycle time-shift between its
Our invention relates to a horn antenna for use in 15 separate electric ?eld con?gurations, and which feeds the
radiating electromagnetic energy, and is especially con
circularly polarized ?eld into an adjoining radiator sec

cerned with a horn-type antenna for providing an essen

tion.

tially circularly polarized electromagnetic ?eld in space.

circularly polarized electromagnetic ?eld into space.

An important object of this invention is to provide a
horn antenna which may be utilized to effectively estab

The radiator section in turn better radiates the

Further details regarding our invention are set forth

in the drawings and detailed description. Also, other
objects and advantages of this invention will become
apparent during consideration of such details.
In the drawings:

lish and radiate an essentially circularly polarized radia
tion ?eld.
Another object of our invention is to provide a horn
antenna that may be employed to establish and launch

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a microwave antenna

an electromagnetic energy radiation ?eld which is es

25 installation showing components of the horn antenna of

sentially circularly polarized over a comparatively wide

this invention in exploded relation, and showing portions

frequency bandwith.
Another object of this invention is to provide a horn
antenna for utilization with a waveguide feed that nor

of an included waveguide feed;
Fig. 2 is a side view of the horn antenna arrange

ment of Fig. 1;

mally conducts electromagnetic energy having a single 30
orthogonal electric ?eld con?guration.
Another object of this invention is to provide a circu
larly polarizing horn antenna which may be combined
with a waveguide feed of the double-ridged type.

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken at lines 3-3 of Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken at lines 4——4 of Fig. 2;
Fig. 5 is a sectional view taken at lines 5—5 of Fig. 2;
Fig. 6 is a sectional view taken at lines 6—6 of Fig. 2;
Fig. 7 is an end view of the transition section compo
A still further object of this invention is to provide a 35 nent illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2; and
horn antenna of the circular polarizing type with means
Fig. 8 is a sectional view taken at line 8—8 of Fig. 7.
for converting electromagnetic energy having a single
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate an all-metal horn antenna 10

orthogonal electric ?eld con?guration to electromagnetic
energy having two orthogonal electric ?eld con?gurations

comprised essentially of transition section 11, phase-shift

its operating environment.

from approximately 6,000 megacycles per second (mc.)
to approximately 18,000 megacycles per second.
The requirements for launching of a substantially cir

ing or mode-shifting section 12, and radiator section 13.
40 Antenna 10 is intended for combination with the wave
which are essentially at right angles to each other.
Another object of this invention is to provide a circu
guide feed assembly referenced generally as 14. Sections
larly polarizing horn antenna with transition means for
11 through 13 may be fabricated of brass, and are as
converting a single form orthogonal electric ?eld con?gu
sembled as a unit (Fig. 2) through the use of the threaded
ration to a dual form orthogonal electric ?eld con?gura
fastener means 15 which cooperate with holes 16 con
tion with an improved electrical conversion efficiency.
45 tained in sections 12 and 13 and with threaded openings
Another object of our invention is to provide a horn
17 provided in section 11. Other types of fastening
antenna with means for effecting a phase-shift between
means may be employed if desired. The assembled horn
the separate con?gurations of a conducted electromag
antenna 10 is attached (Fig. 2) to the ?ange portion 18
netic energy ?eld having two orthogonal electric ?eld
of waveguide assembly 14 by means of the threaded
con?gurations essentially at a right angle relative to each 50 fasteners 19 that pass through portion 18 and that co
other.
operate with threaded holes 20 in component 11.
Another object of this invention is to provide a horn
The waveguide component 21 of waveguide feed as
antenna with a four-ridged type phase-shifting section
sembly 14 conducts an electromagnetic energy ?eld from
that obtains substantially a one-quarter cycle phase-shift
a generating device (not shown) to the antenna assembly
between the separate con?gurations of a conducted elec 55 10. In the form shown, waveguide component 21 is
arranged to conduct such energy in the TELO mode
tromagnetic energy ?eld having two orthogonal electric
throughout a frequency bandwidth of about 3:1; the
?eld con?gurations of right-angle orientation.
exact frequency band will depend upon the actual in
A still further object of this invention is to provide a
terior dimensions and actual ridge dimensions of the
horn antenna means with a radiation section that effec
tively and efficiently launches a circularly polarized elec 60 waveguide feed. Such may be selected for a particular
application by persons skilled in the art. In further
tromagnetic energy ?eld into space.
describing the horn antenna installation of our inven
Another object of our invention is to obtain a circularly
tion, reference will be made to Figs. 1 through 8 as
polarizing horn antenna which may be provided with an
relating to an arrangement wherein the waveguide feed
all-metal construction so as to better withstand high tem
and horn ‘antenna are intended for operation within the
perature conditions and extreme vibration conditions in 65 nominal wideband transmission frequency range of
A still further object of this invention is to provide a
horn antenna which is particularly useful in connection

with aircraft microwave radiation equipments.
Another object of our invention is to provide a horn

antenna of the circularly polarizing type which is com

cularly polarized electromagnetic ?eld require that three
parameters be closely controlled. First, it is preferred
that the single orthogonal electric ?eld configuration of
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circularly polarized ?eld to be transmitted from the an
tenna assembly. The electric ?eld con?gurations estab
lished at right angles to each other ‘and given equal am
plitude by transition means 11 are processed to obtain
a one-quarter cycle time difference therebetween. Such
phase difference is accomplished by having the com
ponent portions travel at different velocities in the phase
shifting section. This in turn is accomplished by making

21 be divided into two orthogonal electric ?eld con

?gurations of equal amplitude and at right angles to
each other. Second, a time phase difference of ninety
degrees (one-quarter cycle) must be established as be
tween the two electric ?eld con?gurations previously

mentioned.

Lastly, the resulting circularly polarized

electromagnetic energy ?eld should be e?iciently and
effectively launched into free space by means of a suit
able radiating device.

Such parameter controls are ac

complished by the antenna sections designated 11, 12,

4

Mode-shifting section 12 is provided to establish the

the energy transmitted by the double-ridged waveguide

10

the ridge portions 28 through 31 of di?erent depths to
establish a dilferent cut-off frequency for each ?eld con

?guration portion. The width and projecting dimensions
set forth above in connection with the discussion of ridge
Transition section 11 is provided to convert the ?eld
portions ‘22 through 25 pertain also to the correspond
transmitted in waveguide feed 21 into a new or dif
ferent ?eld having two modes, at right angles to each 15 ing ridge portions utilized in phase-shifting section 12.
Horn radiator section 13 is provided to launch the
other, for processing through mode-shifting section 12.
circularly polarized electromagnetic energy ?eld estab
For optimum effectiveness, the new two-con?guration

and 13, respectively.

?eld established by transition section 11 should have its
separate modes at right angles to each other and of
equal amplitude. The interior of transition section 11

lished by section 12 into space, and has a four-ridge

arrangement comprised of ridge portions 34 through 37.

The aperture provided at the connecting end of section
13 corresponds to that established for section 12. The
opening provided at the opposite end of horn 13 is di
mensioned for the desired radiation pattern and for im
proved impedance matching with space. In the spe
21 with cross-axis 26 rotated, relative to cross-axis 27
of waveguide 21, through the angle A. Or conversely, 25 ci?cally described horn antenna installation, the dimen
sion C of section 13 is about one inch, and the half power
cross-axis 27 of waveguide assembly 14 is rotated to
beamw-idth radiation pattern extends about sixty degrees
a mid-point between angularly adjacent ridge members
for mid X-band frequencies. The contour of each ridge
of transition section 11 and phase-shifting section 12.
portion 34 through 37 is arranged for linear impedance
Essentially, transition commences or occurs adjacent or
at the butting surfaces of waveguide feed assembly 14 30 variation at in?nite frequency. Such ridge portions are

is provided with ridge portions 22 through 25 (Fig. 7)
to obtain the ?eld conversion, and further accomplishes
the required conversion by being mounted to waveguide

and transition section 11.

For an antenna installation

intended for operation throughout the nominal wide
band range of from 6,000 me. to 18,000 mc., an angle

A of ?fty degrees has proved particularly effective. Re
ferring also to the Fig. 2 arrangement, transition sec
tion 11 is arranged in butting relation to waveguide as
sembly 14 to additionally provide for an efficient conver

tapered to zero at the open end of section 13.
It is to be understood that the form of the invention
herewith shown and described is to be taken as a pre

ferred embodiment of the same, but that various changes
in the shape, size, and arrangement of parts may be
resorted to without departing from the spirit of the

invention or the scope of the subjoined claims.
We claim:
1. A microwave horn antenna assembly in combina
matching.
.
The symmetrical square-like interior of section 11 has 40 tion with a waveguide feed which has two ridge mem
bers that are opposed, which has a cross-axis extended
a dimension B (Fig. 1) which, With the hereinafter

sion of electrical energy through improved impedance

discussed ridge dimensions, should be determined in ac

cordance with good waveguide antenna design practices
to establish a proper cut-off frequency for the bandwidth

of the transmitted ?eld.

For a circularly polarizing

horn antenna assembly transmitting energy nominally
from 6,000 me. to 18,000 mc., a dimension B of ap

transverse said ridge members, and which conducts electro
magnetic energy with a single orthogonal electric ?eld
con?guration, and comprising: a transition section located
adjacent said waveguide feed and transforming the electro
magnetic energy conducted by said waveguide feed into
electromagnetic energy having two orthogonal electric
?eld con?gurations at right angles, and a phase-shifting
section positioned adjacent said transition section and con

proximately 0.72" will prove adequate.
Correction of the converted ?eld to provide for equal
amplitude in its separate orthogonal electric ?eld con 50 venting the electromagnetic energy transformed by said
transition section into electromagnetic energy which is
?gurations is accomplished in antenna 10 by providing
circularly polarized, said transition section being provided
a taper on certain of the ridge portions contained in
with a hollow interior having four equally angular-ly
transition section 11. In the illustration of Fig. 8, sur
spaced ridge members therein and having a cross-axis
face portions 32 and 33 of ridges 24 and 25 are angled
aligned with the projection of two of said transition sec
to provide the required taper. For the hereinbefore dis
cussed 6,000 me. to 18,000 mc. installation, a rise of

tion ridge members located in opposed relation to each

approximately 0.09" in 0.25” of longitudinal distance

other, and said transition section being located adjacent

said waveguide feed with said transition section cross-axis
rotated relative to said waveguide feed cross-axis to pro
tion 12 are provided, as will later be described, to ob 60 vide the electromagnetic energy transformed by said tran
sition section with two orthogonal electric ?eld con?gura
tain essentially a ninety degree shift between the separate

has proved satisfactory.

Ridge portions 28 through 31 of phase-shifting sec

tions located at right angles.
?eld con?guration portions established by transition sec
2. The microwave horn antenna assembly de?ned in
tion 11, and are arranged in pairs of unequal depth.
claim 1, wherein said transition section includes means
Ridge portions 22 through 25 of section 11 are paired,
with ridges 22 and 23 being of less overall depth than 65 which provide the electromagnetic energy ?eld trans
ridges 24 and 25. Referring again to a nominal 6,000
me. to 18,000 mc. wideband circularly polarized horn
antenna installation, ridge portions 22 and 23 are typi
cally 0.18" wide and project a distance of 0.22" from

formed thereat with two orthogonal electric ?eld con
?gurations of equal amplitude, said means comprising a
tapered portion provided on each of another two of said
transition section four ridge members, said another two

the adjacent interior surface, whereas ridge portions 24 70 transition section ridge members being located in opposed
and 25 are of the same width but project a distance of

relation to each other.
3. The microwave horn antenna assembly and com

0.29” from their adjacent interior surface. It may be
considered that ridge portions 22 through 25 are, re

bined waveguide de?ned in claim 1, wherein substantially

spectively, extensions of ridge portions 28 through 31 and

flat end surfaces are provided for each said waveguide

vice versa.

75 feed and said transition section at right angles to the
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phase-shift between said two electric ?eld modes estab
lished by said transition means.
8. The installation de?ned in claim 7, wherein said

longitudinal axis of the horn antenna assembly, said
waveguide feed and transition section end surfaces being
placed in butting relation to each other to“ thereby pro
vide for improved efficiency in the transformation of
electromagnetic energy.

transition means and said mode-shifting means are each

provided with a square-like interior having four side
walls, each said sidewall being provided with a ridge
portion located adjacent the midpoint of the cross-section
thereof.
9. The installation de?ned in claim 7, wherein there is

4. A microwave horn antenna connected to a wave

guide feed which conducts electromagnetic energy having
a single orthogonal electric ?eld con?guration, and com
prising: a transition portion located adjacent said wave

guide feed and transforming the electromagnetic energy 10 included a hollow-radiation means located adjacent said
mode-shifting means, said radiation means having four
conducted by said waveguide feed into electromagnetic
inwardly projected and equally angularly spaced ridge
energy having two orthogonal electric ?eld con?gurations
portions, each said radiation means ridge portion com
at right angles, and a phase-shifting portion provided
prising a ?ared extension of a mode-shifting means ridge
with a hollow interior having four spaced-apart ridge
members therein located adjacent said transition portion, 15 portion to radiate the two electric ?eld modes phase
shifted by said mode-shifting means into space with im~
each of two of said phase-shifting portion ridge members
proved impedance.
being opposed and of one height and each of the other
10. A microwave horn antenna coupled to a wave
two of said phase-shifting portion ridge members being

guide having two diametrically opposed inwardly project

opposed and of a lesser height to thereby convert the

electromagnetic energy transformed by said transition 20 ing ridges, and comprising: a hollow all-metal transition
section located adjacent said waveguide and having a
portion into electromagnetic energy which is circularly

polarized.

uniformly square interior cross-section with four sides
which are each provided with a symmetrically-positioned

5. The assembly de?ned in claim 4, wherein said horn
antenna includes a radiator portion located adjacent said

phase-shifting portion, said radiator portion having four
spaced-apart ridge members that ?are radially outwardly

25

ridge member projected inwardly therefrom, a hollow
all-metal mode-shifting section located adjacent said tran
sition section and having a uniformly square interior cross

section with four sides which are each provided with a

and that constitute extensions of said phaseshifting por
tion four ridge members to radiate the circularly polarized
electromagnetic energy established by said phase-shifting

symmetrically-positioned ridge member projected in
wardly therefrom and aligned with a transition section

portion into space with improved impedance matching.

30 ridge member, and a hollow all-metal radiator section

6. A microwave horn antenna installation radiating
electromagnetic energy which is characterized as having
two electric ?eld modes at right angles and phase-shifted

located adjacent said mode-shifting section and having a
non-uniformly square interior cross-section with four
sides which are each provided with a symmetrically-posi—

tioned ridge member projected inwardly therefrom and
approximately one-quarter cycle relative to each other,
and comprising: a waveguide feed conducting electromag 35 aligned with a mode-Shifting section ridge member, said
transition section being placed adjacent said waveguide so
netic energy which has a single electric ?eld mode, an all
that the waveguide cross-axis oriented transverse the pro
metal hollow transition means placed immediately ad~
jection of said waveguide two opposed ridges is rotated to
jacent said waveguide feed and having inwardly projecting
ridge portions which transform the electromagnetic energy 40 an angular mid-position relative to axes de?ned by dia
metrically opposed ridge members of said transition sec
conducted by said Waveguide feed into electromagnetic
tion, and said mode-shifting section having two diametri
energy having two electric ?eld modes at right angles rel
cally opposed ridge members of a ?rst projected depth and
ative to each other, and an all-metal hollow mode-shifting
means placed immediately adjacent said transition means

and having inwardly projecting ridge portions which phase
shift said two electric ?eld modes established at said transi
tion means relative to each other, said mode-shifting

two other diametrically opposed ridge members of a dif

ferent projected depth, said transition section, said mode
45 shifting section, and said radiator section combining to

radiate electromagnetic energy conducted by said wave

guide as a circularly polarized electromagnetic ?eld having

means ridge portions projecting inwardly different depths

right angled modes relatively phase-shifted one-quarter

to phase shift said two electric ?eld modes established by
cycle.
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